Multidirectional differentiation in neuroendocrine neoplasms.
Histopathological and experimental observations indicate that tumors composed wholly or in part of neuroendocrine elements may arise in tissues derived from ectoderm (including neuroectoderm), mesoderm, and endoderm. These tumors frequently exhibit multidirectional differentiation as manifested by multihormonality and by the presence of morphological features indicative of divergent differentiation both in vivo and in vitro. The existence of stem cells, plasticity of differentiated cells, microenvironmental influences, and random events are factors which might all interact to determine the characteristics of any particular tumor. The production of characteristic regulatory peptide products in association with tumors of specific histological subtypes and with other neuroendocrine markers suggests mechanisms for nonrandom activation of multiple genes common to neuroendocrine-programmed cells. Future studies applying new molecular biological techniques to intact tissues and to in vitro models may help to clarify the mechanisms that regulate the expression of the neuroendocrine phenotype in normal and neoplastic states.